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The transition from reliance on fossil fuels to long-term energy sources
is a most urgent technical challenge to modern civilization. "Ibis paper outlines
some materials problems associated with the transition to solar energy as a distributed source of (a) low-temperature heat for hot water, domestic heating, and
refrigeration/air-conditioning, (b) electric power, and (c) fuel.
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1.

Solar radiation, a loug-term energy source

The extraordinary materialistic devolopmems o f the 20th century, which have so
expanded our freedom of choice in the social sphere, have been possible because
o f the general availability of conveniertt, inexpensive energy in the form of fossil
fuels. As the certtury draws to a close, political leaders everywhere arc concerned
with the transition to some other ertcrgy source as the foundation o f economic ar.d
social life.
The possible energy sources are few :
(i) biomass,
(ii) fossil fuels : coal, oil, gas,

(iii)nuclear fission,
(iv) geothermal,
(v) solar, including rain, wind, wave,
(vi) nuclear fusion.
Biomass, man's transitional fuel, is totally inadequate in itselffor an industrialised
society. The fossil fuels were derived from the sun over geological time av.d are
not renewable. As the century o f inexpensive oil and gas draws to a close, coal
will play a critical role in the transition years; in the longer term it will be art
important feedstcck for hydrogen and synthetic fuels, but its use as a primary
energy source will rapidly decay again during the next century. Geothermal
energy represent low to medium-temperature heat available only in specific
* Academy lecture delivered at the Indian Institute of Sdenee, Bangalore, on 6 December 1978.
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geograplxical locations. It cart make art important, but not decisive contribution
to the world energy supply. Only two candidates remain as primary, long-term
energy sources: the atomic nucleus aad the sun.
Of the rtuclear options, presertt-day fissiort reactors do not offer a long-term
solt~tioa; for the longer term it is necessary to develop breeder reactors amd/or
nuclear fusion. The breeder is plagued by security problems as well as the rtced
for long-term storage of radioactive wastes ; nuclear fusion Ms yet to be tamed.
Nevertheless, most irtdastrialized courttries firtd themselves obliged to press ca
with the developmertt of nuclear energy since solar energy cannot yet be harnessed
economically. Moreover, nuclear reactors represeltt poiat-so~rce, high-temperature heat for the generation of electricity, which makes straightforward their
integration into the startding rtetwork of fossil-fuel artd hydropower plants.
However, only a fraction of today's energy demand is for electric power; ertergy
for most trartsport, industry, and heating and cooling of buildings is coming from
fossil fuels. To use for these purposes electric power, gerterated at under 40~
efficiency from high temperature heat, is not energy effective if the original energy
scarce is a fossil fuel. With nuclear energy, a sizable fraction of future reactor
output will be used to create value-added products and transportable chemical
energy; for this purpose both low- and high-temperature electrolysis and batterydrivert cars represertt tempting options to be made feasible. The degree of rdiance
c a nuclear energy will vary from country to country axtd to the degree that solar
energy can be developed as an economic alternative. The topic of this talk is solar
energy.
Solar energy sustains all fife; it provides warmth, the energy for photosynthesis
and rains to refreshen the earth. Differential heating of the earth's surface
and the earth's rotation combine to produce wind and wave power, photosynthesis
provides renewable food and biomass, rains are collected in natural basins to yield
hydropower. The present discussion is limited to solar radiation, which has the
followirtg advarttageoas features :
Inexhaustible. The san is a thermonuclear reactor that, for all practical
pt~rposes, is inexhaustible.
Pealr intensity at 2.5 eV. The san radiates energy as a blackbody at a
temp0ratuse T ~ 5800 K. As illttstrated in figaro 1, the spectral distribution
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Figure 1. Normalised spectral distribution functions for blackbody radiation at
5800 K, 773 K, and room temporatttre.
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of blackbody radiation, described by Planck's law, has a maximum intensity at a wavelength 2~,x that varies inversely with the absolute temperamre (Wien's law). The solar spectrum peaks at L.., ~ 0.5 pro, corresponding to a photon energy Em0x"~ 2" 5 eV.
Abundant and convertible. Solar energy is abundant and cart be converted directly into heat, fuel, mechanical energy, and electricity.
Distributed and nonpolluting. Sunlight falls on all habitable regions of
the earth; local collection/conversion eliminates energy-transmission
costs and cart be nortpolluting, a feature of special significance for art
arid country with a scattered population.
Despite these several advantages, sunlight has two properties that make economic
exploitation difficult :
Variable. It is variable in time: diurnally, seasonally, and meteorologically. Therefore, energy storage is art added requirement in arty
solar-energy technology.
Low flux density. Although abundant, the average annual solar power
falling on the earth in an area of high insolation is only about 250 W/m ~,
which makes necessary large-area solar collectors and energy concentration.
Because direct sunlight is nearly parallel, it can be concentrated relatively
inexpensively with mirrors or lenses before conversion. However, only a fraction of the sunlight is direct, so concentration before conversion is only practical
for special purposes (such as solar furnaces) or in arid areas having a high percentage of direct sunlight. In general, concentration is accomplished in the energy
store after conversion.
An estimate of the economics of solar energy can be obtained by comparison
with the nuclear alternative, neglecting distribution and storage costs. At 20~o
system conversion efficiency and a mean solar-power density ot 250 We/m s, a
solar/electric power plant would provide 50 We/m s and require 20 me/kWe of
collector area. If a nuclear reactor cart be built for $ 800/kWe, the solar/electric
power plant must be built for less than $ 40/m ~ to be competitive. This estimate
provides a useful guide to the cost constraint even .w~tere conversion is to heat or
to fuel rather than to electric power.
Energy demand may be divided into four sectors : (a) low-temperature heat for
domestic hot water, air conditioning and refrigeration; (b)high-temperature heat
for industry; (c) electric power; and (d) fuel for transportation and agriculture.
As indicated above, the production of high-temperature heat requires concentration before conversion and therefore direct stmlight; its application appears to
be somewhat limited, so I do not discuss it in any detail here. In the nexts ection,
I outline possible strategies for conversion to low-temperature heat, but with special
emphasis on its use to produce cooling. Where and when solar radiation is
most available, the production of space cooling and hot water is what is desired
of low-temperature he~t. In the last section I treat conversion of sunlight to
electricity in a photovoltaic cell only by way of introduction to the photoelectrolysis cell, art alternative to photosynthesis. The production of fuel from sunlight
takes direct care of the problem of energy storage, but harvesting of the fuel
remains art important consideration.
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2.

Low-temperature heat

2.1.

Use

The most i~nalodiate application of low-temperature (ca 212~ F or 100~ C) heat is
for dom~tia space and water heating. Because heat is not easily transported
artd earx onIy be stored economically for up to a few days, it must be used locally
a~ad wittt little time delay. Northern India is blessed with clear skies during the
winter months when domestic space heating is in demand. In more northern
latitude~, the need for domestic heat is seasonally out of phase with the period of
mtxirrt~rrt insolation, which poses a particularly severe problem. Consequently,
although over 20~ of the ertergy demand in the U.S. is for domestic heating, little
of this is supplied by thg sun. Future planning should recognise that low-temperature heat is being thrown away by industrial heat engines such as steam-turbine
generators and that large savings cart be obtained with better energy husbandry.
Coolirtg with low-temperature heat now appears feasible, but pilot-plaxtt studies
have yet to be done. Here is an area of great commercial opportunity; and
with a proper development effort this technology could be marketable in about
five years. To air condition buildings or to refrigerate foods and perishable
industrial goods like silk, here is a use for low-temperature heat from solar energy
that is in phase with the seasons. Moreover, the technology used to do this may
also be used to extract potable water from arid air ! Creation- of these possibilities
introduces a dimension into engineering design that is particularly suited to India.
In view of the rapid urbanisation and industrialisation of Ir~dia, I strongly
recommend that
The Indian Academy of Sciences establish a task force to evaluate the
technologies of (a) solar collectors for low-temperature heat, (b) coolir~g
with low-temperature heat, (c) utilisation of indttstriul (including powergenerating stations) waste heat, and (d) architectural design for energy
husbandry for the purpose of informing national ministries of science,
of housing and urban development, of industry, and of education what
the energy-conservation patterns of tomorrow must become to optimise
India's potential soeio-economic growth.
2.2.

Production

Low-temperature heat can be economically produced with a fiat.plate collector.
As illustrated in figure 2, these collectors have three essential components: an
absorber of solar radiation, which converts the solar energy to heat, a heat exchanger
for delivery of heat from the absorber to a thermal storage system, and insulation
to cut down heat loss. Heat loss occurs by three mechanisms : conduction, cortvec.
tion, and radiation. A coverplate is located at the distance from the absorber
that minimises conduction and convection losses. Were a vacuum conveniently
maintained between the absorber and coverplate, radiation losses would dominate. Even without a vacuum, conduction and convection losses can be reduced
to where radiation loss represents a major portion of the total. Reduction of the
radiation loss may be accomplished by the use of wave-length-selective coatings
on the absorber andJor the coverplate.
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The principle of the selective coatings follows from figure 1, which shows the
resolution of the spectral distributions from blackbodies at the temperatures of
the sun and a hot absorber. An ideal wave-length-selective absorber would be
designed to absorb the solar spectrum like a blackbody, but to absorb none of
the infra-red spectrum characteristic of a blackl:ody at the al~sorber temperature.
Because the emissivity at any wavelength is equal to the absorptivity at that wavelength, such an absorber would not emit ird'ra-red energy and so would have no
radiation loss. Such an ideal is never realised in practice, and the figure of merit
for a practical absorber is the ratio of the absorptivity of the solar spectrum to the
emissivity of the infra-red spectrum (%/Et, ). Moreover, for a given ratio a high a,
is more beneficial than a low El, as it is more important to capture the solar energy
than to reduce the radiation loss. Selective absorbers having ratios %[q, ,,, 10
can be produced inexpensively; however, most of them lack thermal stability
and so tend to degrade with time in use. A possible solution to this degradation
problem is cermet films produced by co-sputtering an intimate mixture of a
transparent ceramic and an zbsorbing metal.
A wavelength-selective coverplate offers an alternative approach; in this case
the selective film remains cool, and thermal stability is not a problem. An ideal
cover plate would transmit all the solar spectrum, but reflect back to the hot, blackbody absorber all the infra-red radiation emitted. Such a selective eoverl~late is
gerter~dly referred to as a heat mirror ; heat mirrors have a variety of other potential
applications, including oven windows, insulation for transparent furnaces, heat
shields, and light-bulb casings. Figure 3 illustrates the selective properties of
two types of heat mirrors demonstrated by John C C Fan of Lincoln Laboratory.
For the cover plate of a solar collector,' the figure of merit is the ratio of the transmission of solar energy to reflcctivity of infrared energy (trjrj~). For a given
ratio, a higher tr, is preferred. Thus the ln~O3 : Sn films, which have the lars
window over the solar spectrum, are more promisir.g for solar energy. In other
applications, where a high rf, is required compatible with a good window in the
visible spectrum, the TiO~JAg/TiO~ film sandwich is preferred,
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Flat-plate collectors can be made more elaborate by introducir~g diffuse-light
concentrators arLd/or vacuum betweerL the absorber and coverplate. It is r~ot
at all clear that their benefit/cost ratio will be sufficiev.~ to make these elaborafior~s
practical for most uses. It is therefore pruderlt to accept 200~176
as an
upper-temperature limit for the efficient delivery of kent from a flat-plate collector
to thermal storage. The efficiency with which heat is delivered falls off with
the temperature of that heat as shown in figure 4.
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Figure 3, Reflectivity and transmission versus wavelength for three heat mirrors
u. Sn-doped In=O8 compared with solar and absorber spectra, b. Sn-doped
In=O~ with antireflection coating, 1000 A. of MgFv c. TiOJAgfrio= sandwich film,
after J C C Fan, M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory.
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Figure 4. Efficiency of a terrestrial, flat-plate collector having a single heat-mirror
coverplate, a blackbody absorber, a sky temperature of 240 K, an ambient temperature of 300 K, without and with a 5 miles/hr wind for a theoretical Dmde mirror
with realistically attainable characteristics (reflectivity cut-off somewhat sharper than
that of figure 3b), after T B Reed, M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory.
Flat-plate collectors are now being marketed; they will rapidly improve in quality
and availability over the next decade. It will be important, before purchasing
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these units, to have established reliable mechanisms of quality control and testing.
Design for their use provides scope for architectural imagination; their installation and maintenance will require ortly standard construction skills. However,
the production of high-quality selective coatings at low cost will require continued development effort and medium teclmology. Heat mirrors represent a
developing technology that can be integrated with glass manufacture and, in all
probability, with the plastics industry.

2.3.

Storage

Heat may be stored in materials at elevated temperatures in any of the following
three modes :
Sensible heat is the heat required to raise the temperature of a material
phase.
Latent heat is the h ~ t required to induce physical phase change at a
constant temperature.
Reaction heat is the heat absorbed or released in the course of art isothermal chemical chartge.
Sensible heat can be stored inexpensively in water or rock; these materials have
large heat capacities (heat required to raise the temperature of one gram-atom
of a phase by one degree) artd are abundant. Standard engineering is all that
i~ required to design, instal, and maintain a sensible-heat store. However, such
storage requires large volumes, good insulation, and the storage of heat (or cold)
at considerably higher (or lower) temperatures than the end use demands. For
some applications, these requirements make sensible-heat storage impractical.
Latent and reaction heats available at art appropriate temperatvre offer the
possibility of thermal energy storage in a smaller volume than is possible with
sensible-heat; they also permit mir, imisation of the temperature difference A T
over which a heat pump or a solar collector must operate. Latent-heat storage
systems would generally utilise a heat of fusion; the large volume change associated with a heat of vaporisatiol~ has traditionally been considered impractical,
and the heat of solid-solid transitions is generally too small. Yet systems based
on the heat of fusion encounter, irt addition to corrosion, problems with adequate
heat transfer and with supercooling. A second look at the problem shows that
with some ingenuity, the heat of vapofisation can be used in conjunction with a
heat of reaction. Clear incentives for developing this idea are the relatively large
heats of vaporisation and the ability to tailor the temperature of transition by
varying the vapour pressure of the working fluid.
At temperature above 100~ C, steam accumulators cart be used. Steam accumulators combine latent and sensible-heat storage; underground siting would
reduce their cost av.d enhartce their safety.
Long-term thermal storage in a reaction heat has b0on inadequately explored.
Efforts to produce hydrogen by the thermal decomposition of water appear to me
impractical; however, similar chemical ingenuity applied to the production of
another fuel via thermal decomposition could be rewarding. But such art application would urtdoubtedly be relevaxtt to only high-temperature thermal storage.
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2.4.

Cooling

The use of heat to generate cold is the principle behind traditional sorption rofri.
geration systems. Conventional systems use ammonia or water as the working
fluid artd a liquid as the absorbent, These systems work well with high-temperature heat; their officiertcies are unacceptably low with heat at the maximum temperatures practically available from a solar flat-plate collector. The challenge is
to design a sorption refrigeration system that can efficiently use low-temperature
heat to air condition or refrigerate. This challenge represents a more exciting
application of latent and/or reaction heats.
Consider, for example, a reaction of the type
A 9 n~H~O (s) = A 9 n,H20 (s) + (nn

-

-

nL) H~O (g),

(1)

where A is some salt existing in high and low hydratiorl states containing, respectively, na and nz moles of water. The heat of reaction would be larger than the
heat of vaporisation of pure water, artd water-vapour pressures p can be regulated
so as to make reaction (1) reversible at convenient operating temperatures T.
Figure 5 shows schematically the p - T carves for the liquid-vapour trap.sition of
pare water and for reaction (1). At low-to-moderate pressures, these curves are
approximately described by
p = exp (ASo/AnR) exp (-- AHo/AnRT)

(2)

where An = nn -- n, for reaction (1) and L n = 1 for pure water; AS0and :~Ho
are the er~tropy and emhalpy changes with respect to the standard state of gaseous
water taken to be that of the ideal gas at or.e atmosphere,
The system illastrated in figure 6 would provide cooling with solar heat by
operatirtg as illdicated in figure 5. Tank A corttains the hydrate pair and tap& B
contains pare water. During the day, solar energy delivered from a flat-plate
collector heats tank A to a maximum temperature T , ~< 100~ C. At this temperature, the vapour pressure at tank A is greater than that at tank B, Pa > PB, and
water vapour passes from A to B. The reaction heat A H a is supplied by the solar
collector; the heat of cortder~sation at tank B is either released to the outside
world or used to preheat water destined for a hot-water store. At night, tank A
delivers heat to the hot-water store, becoming cooled to the temperature T, of the
I'onk B
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Figure 5. Schematic pressure-temperature curves for the boiling point of water
(tank ]3) and hydratc transition for reaction of eq. (1)_(tank ,6,).
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Figure 6. Schematic air,conditioning system using low-temperature heat from a
fiat-plate collector and a zeolite or hydrate pair, adapted from 13 I Tchernev, M.I.T.
Lincoln Laboratory,

store. At this temperature, p~ < p~, and water vapour passes from tank B to
tank A to recharge the system. The heat of vaporisation in tank B first cools
tank B to the temperature of the conditioned space and then extracts heat from
that space at the desired temperature; should there be no heat left to extract, its
temperature falls to T~ where the condition p~ < p~ is no longer fulfilled. Clearly
To is determined by T, and the shapes of the two p - T curves. Because cooling
occurs out of phase with the insulation, it is necessary to have sttfficient mass
in tank A to provid~ a store of cold for the next 24 hr.
Full utilisation of the available solar energy must be reconciled with the need
for both day and night cooling. Therefore, heat is extracted during the night
from a chilled-water (or other) cold store available for heat exchange with the
space to be conditioned.
If the heats ~ H j and AHn are assumed to be temperature-independent, the
n~ximtma 24-hr moan efficiency of such a system is
(max) -----% ( A H , ) 1 -- Fn
(&/-/,) 1 + F.

(3)

where Fa is the ratio of sensible heat stored over the temperature interval
ATa = T,~ -- 7", to the reaction heat n A H ~ and n is the total number of moles
of water circulating in a 24-hr period; F~ is similarly defined. Thus theoretical
efficiencies approach 90~ of the 24-hr mean efficiency of the rh solar collector
delivering heat at T•.
Unfortunately, exploitation of such a system depep.ds upon the ki~.etics and
reversibility of water-vapour transfer in and out of tank A. It would be advantageous to have a pebble bed of salt with a large surface area, but this condition
is difficult to maintairt on repeated cycling because of the large volume change at
the transition.
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O11 the other hand, D I Tchernev of Lincoln Laboratory has described a sorption
refrigeration system utilis~ng zeolite as an adsorbent in tank A. Zeolites are
molecular-sieve aluminosilicates having a sponge-like structure with an extraordinarily large surface area. They are capable of adsorbing up to 30 weightpercent water. The sponge-like structure forms a rigid skeleton through which
water can pass quite freely. Such a structure solves the kinetic problem, as does
adsorption in a liquid. Moreover, zeolites occur naturally and are inexpensive.
The principal question is whether the efficiency of such a system can approach
tlmt of equation (3) or whether zeolites behave more like traditional sorption systems
utilising a liquid sorbent, such as LiBr.
In the case e r a sorbent, there is no singlep-Tcurve at which a reaction involving
a discrete An moles of water takes pinto; there is a continuum of p ' ~ T curves,
where peq is the vapour pressure for an ideal gas at equilibrium with a particular
eomposition. These curves are described by an equation similar in form to
equation (2), but ~So and /kH ~ are replaced by the partial molal terms A--S~,o
and /~H,,o referring to the particular composition. Thus figure 5 becomes
modified to figure 7; the shaded area in figure 7 represents the domain of high
density of p~a-T curves.
Cross-plots of figures 5 and 7 give the isothermal p-n,, o behaviour for
tank A. For a salt pair with a fixed /kn,, o along the p - T curve A of
figure 5, the p-n~,o curve is as shown in figure 8. The transition pressure is
different for different temperatures, but An., o remains constant. On the other
hand, movement along an isotherm in figure 7 from low to high p is
characterised by a 3p/bn~,o that varies inversely with the density of p*q-T curves
cut by ~ p at constant T. Figure 9 compares the P-n~,o curves for s~lica gel
and a zeolite. The curves for silica gel are typical for a sorbent; they appear
characteristic for AS.~o and ~H,,o nearly temperature independent. Those for
the zeolite s;gual partial molal quantities that are temperature-dependent, which
implies art unusually large temperature dependence of the heat capacity of the
adsorbate. Although the origin of this phenomenon is unknc, wn, the flat shapes
of the p-n~,~o curves for the zeolites make their performance shnilar to that of
a hydrate pair, except that the effective An has become dependent on the magni-
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Figure 7. Schematic pressure-temperature curves for boiling point of water
(tank B) and dcsorption of water from a sorbent (tank A).
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Sc~hematie c u r v e s o f v a p o u r p r e s s u r e v e r s u s water c o n t e n t for (a)siLica

8el and (b) a zeolite illustrating the more favourable characteristic of the latter;
from data of D I Tc~ernev, M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory.

rude of the temperature swing ATe. Although the effective An is not as large
as that obtainable with a hydrate pair, in practice it represev.ts 10-15 weight per
coat of the zeolite. As a result, the zeolites appear to offer the possibility of
economic air conditioning and refrigeration with low-temperature heat. With
proper support for construction and testing of a pilot-plant system, the true
promise of tiffs invention could be evaluated in three years. My guess is that
marketable solar air conditioners based on the zeolite scheme described will be
available withirt 10 years. Standard construction engineering is all that is required.
Technical problems include adequate heat and gas transfer as well as seals; the
latter are standard practice in arty refrigeration system, and Techemev has found
embedding of the zeolite in a metal honeycomb adequate for the former.
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Zoolites have also been proposed for dessicant cooling systems. These systems
use solar energy to dry out a dessicant (the zeolite) that had removed water vapour
from hot, humid exhaust air. The dry air is cooled by evaporating water vapour
back into it. This is a competitive approach worth monitoring.

2.5.

Fresh water from desert air

Because a dry zeolite adsorbs water so readily, it cart also be used to extract water
from desert air. During the day, solar energy is used to heat the zeolite to near
dryness; the escaping water is captured by a condenser. At night, the dried,
cooled zeolite picks up moistt~re from the desert air. Preliminary estimates show
considerable promise for such a scheme.

3.

High-temperature

heat

Production of higher-temperature heat for industrial processes requires concentration of the sunlight before conversion. This may be done by lens or mirror
focussing, by a mismatch in index of refraction, or by cone or wedge concentrators.
The latter two methods utilise diffuse light, but only achieve concentrations of
the order of 10: 1. Where higher temperatures are required, mirror focusing
is the most attractive; however, it cart only be practicable in arid regions (or
seasons) since only dia'ect sunlight is focused.
Mirror-focusing schemes can be divided into two categories, single-axis concentrators that follow only the seasonal movement of the sun's trajectory, and twoaxis concentrators that also track the sun during the day. Cost considerations
clearly favour the more modest concentration available with a single-axis system.
Development programmes have chosen to single out electric-power generation
as the test-bed for high-temperature technology. The most promising approach
here is the use of two-axis concentrators focusing on a tower receiver as illustrated
iu figure 10. This technology requires a heavy investment in professional manpower and money just to develop engineering feasibility. In view of the low
probability of successful competition with nuclear energy, I would recommend
these efforts be monitored, but not duplicated.

4.

Electrochemical cells

Figure 11 indicates several routes by which electricity may be obtained from the
sun. Wind, wavepower, and ocean thermal gradiems do not appear particularly
relevant to most of India, and hydropower is already well developed. Re~.ewable
fuels from photos)nthesis, at least with known techp.ology, are not particularly
appropriate; food crops would seem to be more important than energy crops.
Efficienl electric-power production from a heat ev.gine requires high-temperature
heat; solar/thermal/electric systems are unlikely to be competitive with nuclear
power. This leaves three get eral topics, solar cells for the direct generation of
electricity from solar energy, batteries for the storage of electricity, and photoelectrolysis coils for the direct production of fuel from solar energy. Solar cells
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Figure 10. Artist sketch of solar-heated-air-gas/turbine electric power plant,
after P 0 Jarvincn, M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory.

Figure 11. Electric power from the sun.
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oapable of 20,%o conversion efficiency exist today, but they are at least a factor
of 10 too expertsive to be competitive. Rapid progress is being made in the development of batteries with high specific energy and power; electric cars capable of
competitive performance may be on the market in another 10 years. Photoelectrolysis of water with ultraviolet light has been proven feasible and potentially inexpensive; unfortunately, the photoelectrolysis of water by visible light still
remains a research goal.
4.1

Solar cells

Direct conversion of light to electricity depends on a semiconducing absorber
designed to separate electron-hole pairs. A semi-conductor is a solid having a
filled band of one-electron energies separated from an empty band by an energy
gap Era(see figure 12). Light of frequency v has an energy hv, where h is Planck's
constartt. If hv > Eo, the light is absorbed by the semiconductor; it transfers its
energy to the semiconductor by exciting art electron from the filled (valence) band
to the empty conduction band. The excited electron and the bole it leaves behind
in the valence band constitute art electron-hole pair. To obtain a current, it is
necessary to design an electrochemical potential in the semiconductor so that it
drives electrons in one direction, holes in another, before the pair have time to
recombine; recombination then takes place after the separated holes and electrons traverse art external circuit where they do work. The power output per
unit area obtainable from such a device is
po -

&,, V.., =

fv (E/e)

.

(4)

AJ.,

where e is the electron charge, j, is the light-generated current per unit area, and
fv, fw are large fractions. The product fvEo is the change in electrochemical
potential on traversing the narrow region where holes and electrons are separated. In practice, art f v ,,o 0.6 is found about optimal. The filling factor fw
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is essentiallya measure of the fraction of semiconductor surface not masked from
the sunlight by current-collectingmetal fingers. The essential problem is to
optimise the product E,,j,,where the current is
h

j. =

I

gj.(2)#J.

(5)

@

a~d ~o m hc/Egis the wavelength beyond which the photons have insufl:cientenergy
(hv = hc/]L < E,) to create electron-hole pairs. Since j, (2) is proportional to
the intensity of the light at wavelength 2, it follows from figure 1 that the optimum
bandgap is about 1.6 eV. Such a gap allows utilisation of most of the stmlight
without diminishirtg E o too much. Semiconductors having energy gaps near
tki; v~la~ hav~ b ~ l developed over the last 30 years for the electron2cs irtdustry.
The critical research problem remairdng is how to prepare a large-area semiconducting film at low cost that will have a long life, a j , (2) approaching the
ideal value, and a current-collector configuration that allows easy assembly of
the cells and a large fi,.
For space applications, where reliability is more importav.t thart cost, advantage has been taken of our considerable experience ~ith .~,iIicov, which has art
E o _~ t .2 eV. EIectrort-hole separatloa is accomplished at a F-n juntion, as
illustrated in figure 12. Such a junction is made by dopir~g the semicortductor
with impurities; electron accepters dominate ia the .v region, electron dot:ors in
n region. Because silicon is art indirect-gap semi-conductor, absorption occurs
over a larger depth; iv. this case it has been ~.ecessary to use single-crystal material
of high perfection to obtain a large j , Q~). With a diiect-gap semiconductor such
as GaAs, single-crystal cells have been made with cortversion efficier~cies of 2070;
the theoretical ideal efficiency is Po]P, ~ 3670, where p, is the iv.cident solar power.
It should be possible to design relatively inexpensive potyc:ystallir.e GaAs films
having conversion efficiencies greater than 11370; l anticipate laboratory-scale
achievement of this goal withirt five years. The higher the conversioll efficie~.cy,
the smaller the area of solar cells required. In arid areas haviv.g a high percentage of direct sunlight, mirror concentrators car be used with GaAs to further
reduce the area of semiconductor required, Gallium is a byproduct of the
aluminium industry; sirtce the GaAs films would be thin artd market per~etr,tion
fairly slow, the supply problem should not be limiting.
Figure 13 illustrates how a metal-semiconductor junctiort may be used, instead
of a p-n junction, to tailor the Fermi energy E~ relative to the band edges so
as to separate hole-electron pairs created in the semicor~ductor. A junctiort that
produces the desired internal fields is called a Schottky barrier. The metal layer
must be made thin relative to the waveler~gth of light in order to be transparent.
Ta21oring of the doping levels of the n-type semiconductor cart enhance the efficie~.cy
of electroa-hole separatiort. This approach may well prove competitive with
the p-n jurtctioa.
Figure 14 illustrates a photogalvauic cell. In this device, holes and electrorts
are separated at a semiconductor-liquid interface. The liquid corttairts mobile
cations capable of existing in two valeRce states; they donate ~lectrons to the
absorbing semiconductor surface and accept electrons from a courter electrode.
The ionic conductivity of the liquid is in series with the electron conductivity of
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the circuit, so it must be high. The potential of the photogalvardc cell is just
beginning to be explored in the laboratory. The extent to which it will be developed commercially depends on the success obtained with photovoltaic solar
cells, those using p-n or Schottky barriers.
4.2

Batteries

Energy is most conveniently stored, at least for long time periods, in a fuel. A
fuel can be generated from electrical energy by electrolysis; the chemical energy
of the fuel may be recortverted to electrical energy by running the electrolysis
cell irt the opposite direction, making it a fuel cell. A secondary (reversible)
battery represents art electrolysis/fuel cell combined with a fuel storage tztrtk.
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The fuel tartk is loaded by electrical energy during the charging (electrolysis)
cycle; it is emptied in the form of electrical energy on discharge.
Sunlight and wind are variable with time, so electrical energy generated from
these sources must be stored. Secondary batteries and electrolysis cells are the
natural partners of wind or sup.light generators of electric power.
The internal-combustion engine dominates automotive transport because gasoline represents high energy density and the kinetics of combustion, permit highpower conversion of the chemical energy to mechap.ical energy. To be competitive for automotive transport, batteries must have rtot only low cost, but also
energy and power densities comparable to those of gasolip.e. For stationary
storage, the principal consideratiop.s are low cost, reliability over a long life, and
easy mairttenance.
Cortveational batteries use a liquid electrolyte for internal ionic cortduction
artd solid electrodes for both chemical-energy storage and electronic communication
to the outside world. The power densities of these cells are generally limited
by the kinetics of the chemical reactions taking place at the cathode during discharge. Nucleation and propagation of the boundary separating two distinct
chemical phases is rate-limiting. Recent attempts to overcome this limitation
depend on the design of solids that conduct alkali ions as well as do the best liqu2d
electrolytes. Orte approach, under development as the sodium-sulphur (Na/S)
battery, is to use a solid electrolyte ar~.d liquid electrodes; these are high-temperature (350~ for Na/S system) batteries. The other approach is to use art
"insertion" compound for the cathode; insertion compounds are mixed electronic and ionic conductors that retain the same crystallographic structure
except for modifications of lattice parameters--over a wide range of chemical
composition. A lithium-titanium disulfide (Li/TiS2)room-temperature battery
will become available commercially in the near future. The principal development
problem remaining in this system is the identificatiort of art ao2tydrous liquid electrolyte that permits total reversibility of the cell. Either of these batteries promises
energy and power dertsites adequate for automotive transport.
The search for solids having excellent ionic transport at low-temperatures artd
the development of electrochemical cells for batteries and electrolysis/fuel cells
represent research fields with much feriewed interest; research activity should
remain high over the next decade.

4.3 Photoelectrolysis
Fuel is generated naturally by photosynthesis; it may be generated industrially by
electrolysis. The most attractive industrial process is the electrolysis of water to
obtain hydrogen; however, if the electricity is generated from a heat engine
burning fossil-fuels, it is more efficient to obtain the hydrogen directly from the
fuel. Commercial plants for the electrolysis of water ger~erally utilise electricity generated by hydropower; in the future, electrolysis plants will undoubtedly
become associated with nuclear power sources. They would also be a natural
complement to solar power plants. Therefore, a significant research goal is an
improved oxygen electrode for a standard electrolysis cell.
In view of the present cost of photovoltaio solar cells, development of a photoelectrolysis cell for the direct conversion of sunlight irtto the chemical energy
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of hydrogen from water would be most attractive. The solar spectrum peaks
at 2-5 eV (figure 1) whereas the electrolysis of water requires only 1.23 cV.;
therefore, the use of a photovoltaic cell having art output voltagefvE w _ 1.23 eV
could be used. Since f v ~-0.6 appears optimal, a semiconductor having an
E, ~ 2.1 eV is probably required for photoelectrolysis. The essential problem
is to find a semiconductor chemically stable under electrolysis conditior.s with an
energy gap in the range 2.1 < E o < 2- 5 eV and the ability to separate electronhole pairs at ~ o solid liquid-interface.
Apparent chemical stability and efficient photoelectrolysis of water with ultraviolet (uv) light has been demonstrated with polycrystalline films of SrTiO3, which
has an energy gap Er = 3"2 eV. This observation has stimulated considerable
r,search activity, but the goal of efficient photoelectrolysis of water with sunlight
remains only a hope in our imaginatior~.
The principle of the photoelectrolysis cell can be grasped with the help of
figures 15 and 16. Where,as an electrolysis cell is powered by an electric-power
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Figure 15. Comparison of a.

a conventional electrolysis cell and b. a photo-

electrolysis cell. Black electrodes are metallic; white electrode is semioonduoting.
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source between the two electrodes, a photoelectrolysis cell has a, short circuit
between the electrodes and is powered by sunlight incident on a semiconducting
anode. As in the photogalvanic cell, the internal electric fields are generated
by a solid-liquid interface where electron transfer is from the liquid to the solid
on light generation of an electron-hole pair in the solid; at the cotmter electrode
(cathode) electrons are transferred to the H+/H,, level in the liquid causing H~
gas to be evolved. In order to produce the correct internal fields at the attode,
liquid interface, the anode must be an n-type semiconductor with a small electron
affinity X < 3.8 oV. Electron transfer from the OJH20 level in the liquid to
the anode, causing O 3 evolution, requires the existence of electron-accepter states
in the solid about 5.75 eV below the vacuum level. A necessary condition for
chemical stability would appear to be a valence-band edge well below the O J
H20 level. This latter constraint together with a Z < 3.8 oV suggests the optimum energy gap will lie in the range 2 . 1 < E o < 2 . 5 eV, as estimated above. These
constraints oh X, Eo, and the availability of surface accepter states at the O~/H~O
level are severe and may not be achievable in a sir,gle inexpensive material.
Two other strategies are possible. The first would use a working p-type semiconductor as the cathode and an oxygen counter-electrode as illustrated in figure 17.
Problems with chemical stability are less severe with p-type semiconductors, so
this alternative provides a second motivation for developing a suitable oxygen
electrode. My own view is that suitable oxygen electrodes will be discovered
(or announced) within the next five years and that they will be found among
oxides that are mixed electron and O~--ion conductors.
The second alternative is to photosensitise a large-bandgap semi-conductor
like SrTiO3 by attaching to it a suitable dye. Considerable interest has been
shown in [Ru (bipy)3]Cl2, which absorbs light at 2.1 eV and, if oxidised, is reduced
in water with the evolution of O~. The principle of such a cell is illustrated in
figure 18. In this scheme, light is absorbed in the dye molecule, not the surface
layer of the solid, and electron-hole separation must be accomplished by injection of the excited electron on the dye into the solid; a return to the ground state
represents an energy loss. Injection of the electron into the conduction band of
the solid oxidizes the dye; the oxidiscd, dye then captures an electron from the
O~/H~O level to become reduced again with the evolution of O2 gas.
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an optically active cathode.
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Initial experiments with chopped light and [Ru (bipy)8] ~+ ions in solution against
a TiO~ electrode showed a fast-rise-time anodic (electron from dye to TiO~) photccurrent (Clark WDK and Sutin N 1977 J. Am. Chem. Soc. 99 4676); more recent
experiments in my laboratory (with A Hamnett, M P Dare-Edwards, R D Wright
and K R Seddon) have showu that a larger, slow rise-time cathodic (electron from
T i e 2 to electrolyte) photocurrent occurs with continuous light. This cathodic
photocurr0nt arises from a modulatiov, of an ongoing dark currem as a result of
energy transfer from the dye--on returp, to its ground state--to surface-state electrons oa the solid, which become excited to the conduction band. Preliminary
experiments with dye molecules attached to the surface appear to have essentially
eliminated the cathodic component o f the photocurrent.
It is clear that photoelectrolysis is a field not yet ready for engineering attention and investmetxt. Whether it will ever be able to compete with photovoltaic
cells coupled to a convention,1 electrolysis cell is still an open question. The
coupled system represents known technology and concentration of solar power
a s electric power before electrolysis; single-step'photoelectrolysis eliminates the
added over-voltage losses of the electrolysis cell, but requires collection of the
evolving hydrogen. However, what does seem clear is that a way will be found
t o use sunlight to electrolyse water. If this can be done with efl~ciencies approaching
20~, the industrial siguificance will be enormous, especially for India with its long
coastliue and excellent i~olation.

